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20 YEAR
Growing and Working Together for Bothwell

STRATEGIC
COM M U NI TY ACTI ON
PLAN
AP RI L 2 0 2 1

Bothwell has been many things to a great
number of people over the centuries, underpinned
by an honest, welcoming and safe village
environment. It has continued to prosper but
the 2020s offer the opportunity to meet the
challenges of the technology led approach to life.
This includes business management, shopping,
travel and visitor attraction. Bothwell Futures
offers the energy, ambition and vision to forge
ahead into the coming decades of change, grow
sustainably into a village that honours its past,
embraces its future and respects our environment.
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Bothwell-come

Bothwell Futures 20 Year Strategic Community Action Plan
has been developed as our starting point in energising and
driving our community to a sustainable business model that
brings benefits across many aspects to our village
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Themes and Projects
.1 : A SUSTAINABLE BOTHWELL

This document has been developed with the following key objectives:
Share our aspirations and objectives with the wider resident population in Bothwell
and get their much needed feedback on the journey we are proposing.
We want this document to encourage residents and activity groups in the village
who are interested in supporting the future development of the village to contact us.
We also want this document to allow us to open discussions with our future
partners and collaborators such as South Lanarkshire Council, potential funders
and other parties interested in our projects.
While based on the generic accepted definition Bothwell is a small town but
Bothwell Futures feel that it is important for the residents that we retain the village
culture so all references in this plan will be to Bothwell as a village.
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.2 : THE BOTHWELL EXPERIENCE
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.3 :
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The Bothwell Community
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The Business Model

While this plan is about the longer term sustainability and growth of the village,
Bothwell Futures will play its part in re-energising the community and businesses
as we come through Covid and look to the future.
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In Conclusion

If you would like to offer support or join us on our journey, please get in touch..
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Contact Us

BOTHWELL PAST & PRESENT

KEVIN MOORE, Interim Chair, Bothwell Futures. March 2021

2
community@bothwellfutures.org

Bothwell-placed

1 A Community at the Centre
Since earliest times the bustling community of Bothwell has found itself right at the
centre of the many events which have shaped Scotland.
Located at a key crossing point on the River Clyde, it occupies a historically strategic position on an
important communication route. Roman legions chose to set up their supply camp nearby. The early
evangelising monks established a base here from which to carry their message throughout Southern
Scotland. Throughout the Wars of Independence our castle played a crucial role confronting
successive invading armies. And it is no coincidence that Bothwell Bridge was the site chosen by
Covenanting troops to make their stand against a Royalist Army.

Bothwell continues to be at the centre of things today. At the heart of the
Central Belt it affords easy access for a large part of Scotland’s population
but especially our largest city, Glasgow.
Indeed, the nearby Raith Interchange connects Bothwell directly into the national motorway network
and to Scotland’s two major airports. It is a short drive or bus journey away from the many populous
areas which surround it, including Glasgow.

Located at a key crossing
point on the River Clyde, it
occupies a historically
strategic position on an
important communication
route.

Bothwell, with its riverside location, attractive greenspaces and diverse facilities, has traditionally been a
greatly sought-after, safe suburban village in which to live. It continues to attract those who wish to
enjoy its pleasant situation, its lively ambience and its many clubs, activities and societies. For those
seeking more energetic activity, a national cycle route and two long-distance walking paths pass
through the heart of the village.
With our abundant range of cafés, tea-rooms and restaurants we enjoy a deserved reputation as a
centre for fine dining.
Each year the community comes together to host the highly successful ‘Bothwell Scarecrow Festival’, a
two-week event which demands major organisational effort and the participation of the whole community. In recent decades we have won many accolades for maintaining the quality of our town and its
environment and for the significant number of improvement projects we have undertaken. Recent
awards from Beautiful Scotland have included three Gold Medals.
In short, we are an active and successful community, rooted in our past, proud of our recent
achievements and, as you will see, ambitious for our future.
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2 Engagement with the Community & Stakeholders
Despite the restrictions caused by Covid-19 and the inability to hold public meetings the Bothwell Futures team
has endeavoured to engage as widely as possible in the community. THE JOURNEY SO FAR:

Engagement with Activity
Groups and Interested Residents
March - June 2020

Bothwell Futures First
Outcome Documents
March 2020

Initial Meeting of
Interested Parties
December 2019

Grant for KIckStart
Employee to
Support App
August to
December 2020

Development of
Strategic Plan
With SLWG +
Activity Groups
October 2020 –
February 2021

Development
local Schools
Projects for
Bothwell
Futures
September
2020

Launch of
Strategic Plan
Q2, 2021

Short Life
Working Group
Bothwell Futures
February 2020
Engagement with SLC & Stand Agency on
Development of Bothwell insideOut App
June 2020 to February 2021
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FULL OUTLINE ON FOLLOWING PAGE >

2 Engagement with the Community & Stakeholders

•
A briefing and open discussion meeting in
December 2019 when broad outlines of the vision
was presented and openly discussed.
Representatives from local councillors, traders &
businesses were in attendance. However more
importantly local activity groups such as Bothwell
Community Council, Brighter Bothwell, Organic
Growers of Bothwell, the Rotary Club, Bothwell
Historical Society, Bothwell Horticultural Society, The
Scarecrow Festival, Bothwell Collegiate Church and
associated Chapterhouse, The Scouts, Bothwell
Bowling Club, Bothwell Tennis Club and the Scouts
were invited.
•
The major outcome from the above meeting
was that a Short Life Working Group (SLWG) should
be set up to develop the overall vision and thrust of
Bothwell Futures.
This group was made up representatives of the
above but also new suitably experienced residents of
Bothwell and two excellent workshops were held
before the Covid lockdown. These workshops were
facilitated by a businessman who had been directly
involved in the Amsterdam vision and strategy. In
2015 Amsterdam developed a 25 Year plan entitled
“Structural Vision Amsterdam 2040” where their
main outcome was to create a SMART City.
https://www.acadeia.edu/7669588/Amsterdam_Long_Term_Planning_Strategy
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•
A further circa 20 residents of Bothwell have
been involved in feedback and supporting potential
projects coming out from the workshops thus
feeding into the overall Strategic Plan.
•
The insideOut App being developed by South
Lanarkshire Council to promote 4 small towns in the
area (Bothwell, Douglas, Stonehouse and Strathaven)
has allowed Bothwell Futures to engage with all the
traders on the Main Street in Bothwell. It has and will
continue to provide very useful input into the Bothwell
Futures Strategy as residents will be encouraged to
sign up and feed their input to the town’s
development (and hopefully get involved!) through a
series of survey polls.
•
The local primary schools (Bothwell Primary,
St Bride’s Primary and the Primary School at
Hamilton College) have agreed to a project (p6 and
p7 children) considering what Bothwell should look
like in 20 years. The project has been developed to
ensure they will also engage with their parents as
part of their feedback. The outcomes from this
project will inform the Bothwell Futures Operational
Plan and Theme Groups direction.

THE JOURNEY SO FAR (CONT’D) :

•
The Wooddean Project in Bothwell focusing
on developing a modern and dry play area has
started phase 1 in November 2020. Bothwell Futures
has ensured that they have engaged with the
Wooddean team and accessed all the data and
community input from their project planning.
•
Bothwell Futures has engaged with the
three Ward Councillors and several executives of
South Lanarkshire to understand their vision,
objectives and perceived challenges for Bothwell.
This has also included speaking to funders such as
the Lottery Fund or close working partners such as
VasLan. Bothwell Futures has taken cognisance of
the SLC adopted Community Planning Strategy
(www.southlanarkshirecommunityplanning.org )
but also the Community Empowerment (Scotland)
Act 2015.
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2015/6/fs/asp_20150006_en.pdf

This Strategic Plan will be widely available through a
variety of distribution channels to the residents of
Bothwell and interested stakeholders

It is Bothwell Futures management team’s intention
to organise an Open Meeting for any Bothwell
resident or stakeholder who wishes to attend once
Covid-19 restriction allows.

Bothwell-devised

3 The Vision

BIODIVERSITY

DELIVERY
BY DRONES

HEALTH &
MOBILITY

Bothwell.
A Smart Village
driving our
community
and growth

TELEMEDICINE

ELECTRIC
TRANSPORT
GREEN ENERGY

ENERGISE
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4 The Mission

To Understand & Deliver the needs and aspirations of “ALL” the People of Bothwell

enhancing a safe and welcoming village

To develop and grow the Community through Engagement & Consultation. Build

on Bothwell as an Excellent Place to Live, Work and Visit

Encourage an Inclusive Community & Culture. Nurture it and Maximise Benefits
Work with and Support all our Collaborators and Stakeholders

including our Residents, Businesses and Bothwell Activity Groups, for the benefit of all

Understand, Grow and Develop the Assets of Bothwell
Be “Innovative” in our Improvement Projects
Continue to Develop the Perception of Bothwell as a place to Live, Visit and
Support. Bothwell must play its part in the Social Community

Ensure Bothwell is a “SMART” village that has a positive attitude towards the

Green & Environmental Agenda

Bothwell is the Destination Village in Central Scotland
Work towards Bothwell having Control over its Key Assets through
Ownership or Partnership, driven by a Business & Funding Model
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VISION THEME 1

VISION THEME 2

VISION THEME 3

A Sustainable
Bothwell

The Bothwell
Experience

Bothwell
Past & Present

Carbon Neutral

Walks, Parks & Nature

Heritage & History

Green Culture

The Traders & Businesses

Important Landmarks

Green Infrastructure

The River & Riverfront

Living in Bothwell

Green Space

Main Street of the Future

Showcasing What We Have

Bothwell Community
Business Model
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Energise & Engage

Growth for All

5 Outline Model for the Future

Management & Governance_Delivery Structure
Bothwell Futures will be a Community Trust and will be registered as a Scottish Charitable
Incorporated Organisation (SCIO) and registered with The Scottish Charities Regulator (OSCR) in
line the appropriate legislation.
Its purpose is to work with local partners to develop, manage and partially fund projects that are
beneficial to the village and residents.
The Constitution will be based on a two-tier structure as follows:

Board / Trustees

There will be a Board of Charity Trustees who will be responsible for the overall management of
the organisation. After an initial set up period Board Members will be elected from the
membership or co-opted in line with the Constitution.

Members

To ensure full representation across Bothwell and encourage inclusiveness and engagement any
resident in Bothwell can apply to become a Member of the organisation. Also, any company /
trader within Bothwell or corporate funder can ask to become a member or appoint a
representative member in line with the Constitution.
The Board (Trustees) will have overall responsibility for the management and direction of Bothwell
Futures. The Theme Group will be sub-groups appointed by the Board and will have responsibility to
develop projects and strategy in relation to the overall theme area and work with the Management
and Board to deliver the projected outcomes. The Members will be encouraged to work in the
Theme Groups as part of our inclusion and engagement policy.
It will also be important that Theme Groups work together on joint projects.
Theme Groups will identify and develop projects on the following basis:

The Theme Group
will identify and
develop projects in
each category.
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TYPE OF PROJECT

DELIVERY OF PROJECT AND OUTCOMES

Short Term Projects

Within 3 years

Medium Term Projects

3- 6 Years

Long Term Projects

Longer than 6 years

Bothwell-being

6 Themes and Projects

6.1
A SUSTAINABLE
BOTHWELL
•

Carbon Neutral Bothwell

•

A Culture of Green and Environment Conscious Village

•

Green Infrastructure this will include economic development
and the green agenda working together in harmony

•

Green Space
For the past two decades, we have witnessed a transformation
to the environs and community spirit in Bothwell. Our community
responds well to projects that are well defined and driven by
committed teams of volunteers.
HARRY MARSH Bothwell Horticultural Society
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Harry, receiving the Provost’s Community Award 2020

In relation to sustainability Bothwell is challenged because of its own success.
It is viewed as an excellent place to live with proximity to major commercial areas such as Glasgow and
the wider Central Belt but unfortunately this has driven a major demand on green spaces to meet
perceived private house needs.
Bothwell is only directly serviced by buses in relation to public transport and this puts further pressure
on the environment, roads, infrastructure and services through an increasing dependence on private
cars. The amount of traffic passing through Bothwell key roads, especially the Main St, is becoming
increasingly more challenging.
The Bothwell Horticultural Society and the Organic Growers of Bothwell along with Brighter Bothwell
ensure that biodiversity and the green agenda are always a focus of their activities. Bothwell has the
capacity, expertise and examples of good practice to further develop commitment of the whole
community to the green agenda and sustainability.
Bothwell needs to meet those environmental challenges through the development of a Sustainable
Bothwell programme. The Theme Group will look at agendas including Carbon Neutral, Green Culture,
Infrastructure and Green Space.

Brighter Bothwell volunteers
work hard to enhance the local
environment. Our projects and
activities have an increasing
focus on promoting biodiversity
and sustainability, including the
protection and conservation of
Bothwell’s rich natural
environment and wildlife habitat
for current and future
generations to enjoy.
MARJORY ROBERTSON
Chair, Brighter Bothwell
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Some of the potential projects to be considered may include:

SHORT TERM

Supporting local activity groups such as Brighter Bothwell & Bothwell Horticultural Society
Identifying and returning brownfield areas into green spaces
Developing a policy on retention of green spaces
Improving the quality of the green spaces as a visit area but also in line with carbon neutral planting etc
Introduce smarter cycling programmes and other non or low-carbon movement in village
A Green Awareness Programme in village
Innovative green projects competition
Schools Engagement Programmes including development programme for schools’ activities curriculum

MEDIUM TERM

Introduction of new programmes (including competitions) for carbon neutral or zero waste
Electric charging points in village
Ownership and management of green asset by Community Trust

LONG TERM

Possible implementation of greener transport for Strategic Transport Review
Smarter travel
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Bothwell-established

6.2
THE
BOTHWELL
EXPERIENCE
Scratch the surface of this desirable commuter
village and you reveal a thriving community with
an abundance of history, character, and charm.
Bothwell boasts a castle, a river, a battlefield,
many famous sons and daughters, and of
course its scarecrows. Bothwell’s real strength
however is its people and the community groups
that make it special.
The vision being developed for Bothwell
ambitiously aims to build on its solid
foundations by protecting its heritage and
enhancing the experience for residents and
visitors alike.
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NICK O’NEIL
Past Chair.
Bothwell Community Council

6 Themes and Projects

As highlighted in the introduction Bothwell, with its riverside location, attractive green spaces and
diverse facilities, has traditionally been a greatly sought-after place in which to live. It continues to
attract those who wish to enjoy its pleasant situation, its lively ambience and its many clubs,
activities and societies. With our abundant range of cafés, tea-rooms and restaurants we enjoy a
deserved reputation as a mecca for fine dining.
Bothwell is a Conservation Village with beautiful buildings and frontages which we must promote as
a place to be proud of for residents of Bothwell, Lanarkshire and Scotland.. Bothwell Futures must
always strive to ensure we have a safe, open and welcoming village
However, we want to further develop and optimise the quality of the Bothwell Experience for our
residents and visitors by building on existing facilities and services especially focusing on activity
facilities for families, whilst also supporting our traders within the village.
There will be 4 focus areas:

Walks,
Parks &
Nature

The
Traders &
Businesses

The
River &
Riverfront

Main Street
of the
Future

The key aspect of this approach is that the Bothwell Experience is all encompassing and inclusive.
All stakeholders must feel that they are benefitting from the changes and the investment.
It will be crucial to work with partners such as the Scottish Government, South Lanarkshire Council,
NHS Lanarkshire, Scottish Town Partnership, SSE Renewables, Scottish Natural Heritage,
Historic Environment Scotland, Zero Waste Scotland, British Rail, the Lottery Fund, the Third Sector
and Corporate Partners etc.
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Bothwell Population Spread versus SLC & Scotland

Bothwell has 3 zones areas which are in the second lowest quartile within the 2020 Scottish Index
of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) and there may also be scope to work with organisations such as the
Employment Office, Skills Development Scotland etc to encourage learning, improvement of skill
levels and raise self-esteem.

Bothwell Employment Spread Versus SLC & Scotland

SLC statistics (Scotland 2011 Census) indicates that Bothwell has an ongoing challenge with
employment of the 16-24 year old age group. Bothwell at (50%) employment performance is poorer
than SLC (55.9%) and Scotland (52%) as a whole. Recent data and reports from Skills Development
Scotland confirms that this remains a major challenge across Scotland.
The Publication from SLC entitled Population Profiles for Communities indicates that Bothwell has
9.8% of its population 75 years or over whilst SLC has 8.6% and Scotland 8.5%. and in the case of lone
pensioner households in Bothwell has 14.5% of its total households while SLC has 12.9% and Scotland
has 13.1%. These households and those of the 16-24 year have been identified are core areas suffering
from mental, social and physical challenges resulting from Covid.

Source: National Records of Scotland (NRS)
Note: Census datazone counts based on bestfit of 2011 Output areas to 2011 datazones.
Includes self employed.

One of the other challenges within Bothwell has been (maybe understandably) the high utilisation of
land for private houses minimising the availability of land to create local employment. In developing
the local community and economy we need to consider and support how we can increase local
employment opportunities.

Bothwell is not optimising the phenomenal culture, heritage and history of the village and there
is a need for an integrated plan to raise awareness, highlight the positives and improve access for all forms of entry - and should include improvement in walkways for our residents.

Bothwell has been a safe and supportive community that
has been thoroughly challenged by Covid. We look to
Bothwell Futures to play its part along with others in
energising the village and helping people to look forward
to the future
MAUREEN DEVLIN, COUNCILLOR. SLC
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Some of the potential projects to be considered would include:

SHORT TERM

Develop thoroughfare entries into village in line with conservation village theme (green agenda)
Develop Action Plan for the Green & Environmental Agenda for Bothwell
Develop Action Plan for Heritage Walks, Heritage and Historical Culture
Communicate, Market & Test these Plans
Proactive and innovative input into the Bothwell insideOut App as a central focal point for the village development
Expanding the use of the App and other social media tools including webpage, Facebook, Twitter etc to grow
and sustain our businesses and traders and increase footfall on the Main St
Appointment of a Community Manager to “Champion” Bothwell and drive the Operating Plan
Bothwell Hub Centre (maybe medium) including business support.
Undertake a Feasibility on the River Centre at David Livingstone Bridge
Support the start of the Kayak / Slalom Learning Centre
Support development of Phase 2 at Wooddean Park
Increase number of larger events in the village e.g. Christmas, Halloween, Winefest etc but build on success
of Scarecrow Festival
Employment programmes for 16-24 year olds from Bothwell

MEDIUM TERM

Phase 2 Wooddean
Strategic Transport Review for Village
River Centre Project
Men’s Shed (possibly short term)

LONG TERM

Smarter Main Street
Delivering some of the outcome from Strategic Transport Review including possibly
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- Parking challenges within village
- Cleantech Transport within village
- Smarter transport and communication Bothwell

Bothwell-documented

6 Themes and Projects

6.3
BOTHWELL
PAST &
PRESENT
Bothwell is a special place, its heritage shaped by and
mirroring the sweep of Scottish history.
The community of Bothwell is fortunate to enjoy the
legacies and amenities that have been left to us.
However, heritage doesn’t stop now. We owe it to
future generations not simply to preserve what we
have inherited but to reshape, develop, adapt and
where necessary transform it. This is the
significant task that Bothwell Futures have
undertaken on our behalf and we wish them
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every success in this important venture.
BILL JACK

This theme will consider 4 focus areas:

Heritage
and History

Important
Landmarks

Living
in Bothwell

Showcasing
what we have

Bothwell has a marvellous blend of modern living with fantastic restaurants along with modern
activity groups such as Folksy Theatre, Modern Dance Groups and the Ladies Panther Running
Group blending with a culture steeped in history.
The Covenanters’ Field, part of
the battlefield where the Battle
of Bothwell Bridge (Bothwell
Brig) took place on 22 June 1679,
fought between government
troops and militant Presbyterian
Covenanters

There are heritage trails dating back to the time of St Kentigern in
the 6th century.
Bothwell is home to many buildings of great history including Bothwell Castle dating back to the
13th century, St Bride’s Collegiate Church founded 1398 by Archibald, Earl of Douglas (one of only
two collegiate churches in Scotland founded before 1400) and the Covenanters’ Field which formed
part of the battlefield during The Battle of Bothwell Bridge (Bothwell Brig) which took place on
22 June 1679. It was fought between government troops and militant Presbyterian Covenanters.
As a conservation village Bothwell retains many excellent examples of historical buildings. The David
Livingstone Centre, although in Blantyre is only 200 metres over the River Clyde walkway bridge.
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Sterling work has been done over the past decade by our own Bothwell Historical Society, documenting,
publishing and archiving valuable historical material. This work should now be built on by marketing
them in an integrated and proactive manner. Bothwell needs to market the numerous sites of
interest and make sure they are much more accessible to residents and visitors alike.
The River Clyde runs through Bothwell and is less than 500 metres from Bothwell Main Street.

Because of recent environmental improvements further downriver the
Clyde has become a popular fishing site for salmon and trout. The
topography of the river at Bothwell leaves the spot ideal for water sports
activities including kayaking, slalom and rowing.
Bothwell has its commercial roots in the textile and coal mining industries but in recent times it has
become more renowned for its excellent geographic location, encouraging travel to work employees to
major towns and cities such as Hamilton and Glasgow. This has resulted in a building explosion of
high quality homes over the last 20 - 30 years especially around the environments of Bothwell Castle.
It has also caused challenges for the village in that it has resulted in the loss of much of the free
green space and the lack of commercial space to attract larger commercial businesses. This is
particularly challenging for 16-24 year old residents looking for local employment.
Bothwell is home to Bothwell Castle Golf Course founded in 1922. It is an excellent 18-hole course that
threads through the woods surrounding Bothwell Castle. It is extremely picturesque, and its club
house is renowned for excellent meals in comfortable surroundings and at competitive prices.
Bothwell Bowling Club founded in 1868 is in the very centre of Bothwell village and is an excellent
venue for those lazy summer afternoons. The Chapterhouse at the Collegiate Church and the small
Community Hall are home to a diverse range of activity groups including the arts and sports.
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Through the great efforts of Brighter Bothwell, the village is a beautiful, welcoming, safe and
relaxed place to sit for a coffee or go for a leisurely stroll through one of our numerous walking
trails. Recent awards from Beautiful Scotland have included three Gold Medals.
If you are feeling more energetic there are excellent cycle trails that cater for short or longer rides.
There is scope to further develop the use of cycles throughout the village whether it is further cycle
trails or simply using it as a mode of transport.
For nearly half a century Bothwell has been rightly proud of its excellent eating establishments
which cater for a diverse range of food preferences including international, Italian, Greek, Chinese,
Indian, specialist Fish and Steak restaurants and high quality pub food. Four-star hotel
accommodation and event facilities are provided at the Bothwell Bridge Hotel along with restaurant
and bar food. For a relaxed break Bothwell has several venues to sit and enjoy a coffee and cake.

Bothwell Main Street is the focal point for all these hostelries, and they are within 400 metres along
the main road. Like many town or villages Bothwell is suffering from a modern shift to out-of-town
shopping that has certainly affected the footfall in the village and resulted in the loss of key shops
such as butchers, bakers etc. The lack of modern-day infrastructure and adequate parking within or
around the Main Street has also resulted in business challenges for the traders.
Finally, Bothwell has a fantastic location in the central belt of Scotland with motorway (M74) access
within a mile of the village with excellent access to Glasgow, Edinburgh and across the whole of
South Lanarkshire.
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SHORT TERM

Continues to raise awareness of the history and heritage of Bothwell locally and internationally through a
development and implementation of a strong Communication and Marketing plan
Build on the heritage trails and take outside of Bothwell
Improve signage and access to key heritage and historical sites as well as other key landmark centres in Bothwell
Ensure that the Bothwell App markets and raises awareness of all landmarks and the “Bothwell Product Offering”
on an ongoing basis
Produce a Bothwell “Highlights Video” ensuring balance between Bothwell Heritage and History and Bothwell Today
Work closely with VisitScotland and other important stakeholders in relation to historical sites and landmarks
Retain key landmark sites and buildings within Bothwell
Ensure that a proactive management & administrative infrastructure is in place to provide a focus point for
residents, businesses, traders and all stakeholders as the go to place for support. This approach should take
cognisance of the most vulnerable in the village
Create an environment of working together for everyone’s benefit
Develop a Bothwell Activities Directory to identify new opportunities and ensure the outcomes are marketed
Create an activity support programme for schools, across a diverse range of interests
Maps (hardcopy, electronic and in situ) of key focal points within the village

MEDIUM TERM

Build on development hubs with a focus on the needs of the young people of Bothwell especially supporting those
in challenged areas
Development of the River Centre
Improve the sports recreation facilities in the village
A healthcare and wellbeing hub partnership with NHS Lanarkshire and SLC Social Care

LONG TERM

Consider development of new historical or landmark sites
At least one multi-function all weather sports facility
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Theme Groups
It is important to note these are aspirational options for the Theme Groups to consider with the
Board of Trustees, Stakeholders such as SLC, NHS Lanarkshire etc, the Community Manager & the
wider Bothwell community.
There are many of these activities that cross over between the Theme Groups and will require
discussions and joint planning by two or three Theme Groups. It will also be impossible to undertake
many of these project areas without working with public bodies etc such as South Lanarkshire
Council, NHS Lanarkshire, Business Gateway, Skills Development Scotland, Historic Environment
Scotland, VisitScotland, Sports Scotland and potentially many other stakeholders.

Events held in our village are met
with an overwhelming enthusiasm
and cross group participation.
These social engagements create
close community bonds and a
proud sense of belonging to
somewhere special.
JOE MULHOLLAND

As detailed in the Development Model for Bothwell Futures in section 5
of this document there are two underpinning commitments that
Bothwell Futures and the Theme Groups must make when reviewing
and undertaking projects, which are detailed on following pages.....
The Bothwell Community & The Business Model.
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The Bothwell Community

The wider benefit that a project brings to the Bothwell
community must be considered first and foremost.
Bothwell Futures will encourage the Theme Leadership
to engage with the community in a professional
manner and ensure inclusiveness in the decision
making process. All adopted projects should have
a benefit versus challenges options review.
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The Business Model

Bothwell Futures must become sustainable during the 20 year plan
and hopefully many years thereafter so while projects such as support
in health and wellbeing, or supporting our vulnerable residents may be
a cost centre, overall Bothwell Futures must develop and implement a
business model and plan that generates its own funding.

Revenues must be created from most projects to support our community whilst still developing and
maintaining the unique culture of the village. Core grant funding will still be crucial especially in the
early years of Bothwell Futures and also in the larger step-change projects.
Transfer of key assets in the village to the Community Trust (Bothwell Futures) could be a key
driver in this sustainability model.
In the development model there are two support pillars that we will also ask the Theme Groups
to consider when considering and developing projects:

Growth for ALL
While individual projects may not create growth for all in Bothwell the range of
interventions should take cognisance of the importance of Growth for All in Bothwell.

Engagement
Bothwell Futures accepts that not all intervention projects will receive approval
from all our residents and stakeholders but in developing projects we must listen
to as many diverse views as possible when making decisions.
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Our potential
Business Model
Evolution?

GROWTH
Our self-sustaining
business model

SCALE UP
Merging groups, focus and
energy to maximise impact

STARTUP
Going beyond goodwill and
an amazing volunteer base

This is a lean but committed business model
searching for a path to scale. This stage would see
us form a formal business entity and treat it as such.
It will require enough short-term funding to employ
a very small number of people. It will be governed by
the core team who help drive it to stage 3. Beyond
kick starting (and keeping alive) the vision theme
initiatives, this business model will be focussed on
designing ways to reach stage 3.
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It will remain heavily dependent on the existing
collection of highly-engaged community members
and local groups. It will operate on a very modest
budget with regards to sales, marketing & general
business infrastructure. It will also start to
experiment with revenue streams beyond grants,
gifts and project funding.

“Start small, think big. Take a handful of simple
things to begin with, and then progress to more
complex ones. Think about not just tomorrow,
but the future. Put a ding in the universe.”
Steve Jobs

Bothwell Futures is a very ambitious organisation with bold plans. It has to be. The issues which
Bothwell will undoubtedly face in the coming decades of change are substantial and compelling.
Our Main Street is the heart of the village and yet the pressures on the High Street and retail
cannot be ignored if we are to retain this vital aspect of our community.
Our heritage might be in the past but it is essential that we honour and preserve it for future
generations to enjoy.
The ecology of our planet is an extremely hot topic and it is in our hands to play our part in
ensuring that what we do locally in embracing the leaps and bounds which technology takes is
sustainable and benefits the greater community - as well as the world at large.
The people of Bothwell are justifiably proud of their home and its legacy but may recognise that
to truly embrace the future with confidence, its residents, businesses, private and public sector
organisations need to take a hand in its growth and plot a firm course.
Get on board.
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Bothwell Futures is seeking partners who share our vision to join us through the next 20 years and
beyond and help us reach our ambitious goals.
We look forward to working with our community and our partners to evolve our wonderful village.

Bothwell-done
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OUR GRATITUDE TO THESE COLLABORATORS WHO HAVE WORKED
WITH US IN PREPARING THIS DOCUMENT OR FUNDED ONGOING
PROJECTS WITHIN BOTHWELL

ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING ENTRIES FROM THE 2019
BOTHWELL SCARECROW FESTIVAL DEMONSTRATING
THE ENTHUSIASM AND ENERGY OF OUR COMMUNITY
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